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process,” Rothstein says. DeathLab execs say the process is cleaner and much
more efficient than a traditional burial using a metal casket. (Today’s process
deprives a body of oxygen so that it putrefies rather than decomposes.)

A new form of cremation disintegrates bodies into
ashes in minutes — like the demise of that one
“Indiana Jones” villain.
DeathLab is not the only one trying to reimagine the sector. Promessa
(http://www.promessa.se/), a small company in Sweden, is at the forefront of a
new and, it says, improved alternative to cremation, in which a corpse is sprayed
with liquid nitrogen until it is frozen and very brittle. The body is then vibrated
so vigorously that it disintegrates into ashes within minutes — much like the
demise of a certain villain in an Indiana Jones film. (You know, the one who
failed at his attempt to become immortal (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=36WEn-9zs1U).) The company tells OZY it already has agreements as well as
actual orders from countries including the United Kingdom, Germany, South
Korea and Spain to lease its so-called Promator technology.
However, even if DeathLab got Constellation Park built, it would have capacity
for only about 10 percent of those who die each year in the Big Apple.
Meanwhile, a spokesperson for Anyoin Temple in Japan says it, too, is being
squeezed for space and is considering expanding. And while Promessa’s process
costs around $500, compared with up to thousands of dollars for a standard
burial or cremation at a funeral home, it has not yet been used on human
corpses, nor has it been approved for use in many countries.
Even so, some people are keen to be remembered in a new, unique way. As
morbid as it might seem, April White, a 31-year-old nursing student from Rock
Hill, South Carolina, keeps bringing up Promessa’s process to her family — ”and
they all think I’m crazy,” she says. What’s more conventional, though, is that she
wants her remains returned to her family to help fertilize a favorite flower or
tree.

